Delta State University
SOC 421/521 COD 521 Sustainable Development
Fall Semester 2008

Collaborative Learning Group Assignment
Coordinators

Group Title: Bolivar County Committee for Sustainable Development

Group Members: Elliot Meador, Carley Jefcoat, Julie Green, Michelle Byrd

You are members of the Bolivar County Committee for Sustainable Development. You have organized and will coordinate a “Let’s Make Bolivar County Sustainable!” Summit, to be held on December 8, 2008 at 12:00 noon in 228 Kethley Hall. Each member of your committee will work with one of the community organizations in order to prepare for this summit. Each group needs to prepare a position paper which outlines their vision for making Bolivar County sustainable, and all group members will individually write two letters to the editor that respond to specific issues in the county.

Your job is to organize the Sustainability Summit, and to work with the members of your collaborative learning group to develop the assigned projects. You should participate and do all the work the other members of the CLG do, but you should also take a leadership role to make sure the work in each CLG is coordinated. You also will work with the other graduate students to coordinate the summit.